Subject classification arises as an important topic for bibliometrics and scientometrics as to develop reliable and consistent tools and outputs. For this matter, a well delimited underlying subject classification scheme reflecting science fields becomes essential. Within the broad ensemble of classification techniques clustering analysis is one of the most successful.
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1.-Introduction
Classification is a broadly covered topic in Bibliometrics and Scientometrics because of its significance in developing of final bibliometric and scientometric outputs, mainly based on scientific literature included in databases and repositories. Thus, the literature collected by these information and reference sources need to be organized through an appropriate and consistent classification scheme not only for information retrieval purposes, but also for designing reliable and solid tools as rankings, domain analysis or scientograms, which are of an outstanding value, for instance, in science policy design and science evaluation processes.
Normally, database subject classification schemes are constructed on the basis of a disciplinary structure which pretends to replicate the main fields and subfields of research and scientific knowledge recorded in the literature stored in databases. Then, classification of scientific literature can be made at journal or paper level. The most highly reputed scientific databases at present, namely, Web of Science (Thomson Reuters, 2009 ) and Scopus (Elsevier, 2004) , have a very similar two-level hierarchical subject classification schemes consisting of subject areas at a high and wider level and subject categories at low and more specific level. In both databases, journals are assigned to one or more categories and their papers are inheriting subject categories of journals which they belong to. In Web of Science (WoS) case, journal assignment is executed by ISI (currently, Thomson Reuters) staff taking into account several criteria as journal titles or citation patterns (Pudovkin & Garfield, 2002) .
Delimitation of scientific fields required in developing disciplinary subject classification schemes can be done through many different approaches varying from empirical and pragmatic techniques to automated procedures based on statistics and computerized methods. Within the latter ones, clustering analysis is one of the most valuable and usual methods used for classification tasks in several and distinct scientific fields as Library and Information Science, Psychology, Medicine or Biology among others.
2.-Related Works
Many clustering algorithms and techniques have been developed in order to get optimal solutions for the classification problems befallen in scientific fields above mentioned. However, clustering methods have been widely used by researchers dealing with information visualization techniques in order to map the structure of scientific knowledge and research. For this reason, they needed a good underlying classification of fields and subfields to be mapped. A total of 20 representative approaches in mapping science fields and their relations working from Web of Knowledge and Scopus database literature were compared and condensed by Klavans and Boyack (2009) 
Clustering and mapping procedures have been conducted on different levels of aggregation, or in other words, using different units of analyses. Thus, at journal level a large number of researchers have applied different cluster algorithms to journal-journal relation matrices or networks based on citations, co-citations or bibliographic coupling. Chang and Chen (2011) applied the minimum span clustering (MSC) method to a citation square matrix of roughly 1,600 SSCI journals. Leydesdorff, Hammarfelt and Salah (2011) tried to merge a map of humanities based on Thomson Reuters' A&HCI database in a global map of science previously developed (Rafols, Porter, & Leydesdorff, 2010) and used the k-core algorithm for mapping 25 specific A&HCI subject categories. Archambault, Beauchesne and Caruso (2011) designed a scientific journal ontology aimed to simplify the output of bibliometric data and analysis. The new journal ontology was built on feedback from previous existing journal classification whose categories were considered as "seeds" for the initial journal assignment. Three automatic classification procedures using either text or citation data from papers published in around 34,000 journals and conference proceedings from Scopus and WoS were executed. However, the final solution was generated according to the iterative analysis of citation and references patterns between subject fields and journals. Leydesdorff and Rafols (2012) collaborative work produced a study where a 9,162 journal-journal citation matrix extracted from the 2009 volume of the SCI-Expanded was used to map interactive global journal maps. They compared several methods and, among them, different clustering algorithms to group journals into clusters. More recently, Börner et al. (2012) introduced a methodology to design and subsequently update a map of science and classification system solicited by the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). To build the map a combination of text and link journal-journal similarity matrices based on Scopus and WoS data were used. Then, journal clustering was executed on a filtered matrix derived from modified cosine similarities. Finally, the calculation of similarities among clusters as well as their positions and relationships enabled depicting the UCSD map.
Lately, there has existed a research trend working with clustering algorithms for analysis, validation, and improvement of classification schemes based on journals from various perspectives. ECOOM research group of KU Leuven has addressed this topic throughout several publications where different clustering algorithms as Ward clustering or Multi-level Aggregation Method (also known as Louvain method) were applied on journal cross-citation and hybrid (text/citation) matrices (Janssens, Zhang, Moor, & Glänzel, 2009; Zhang, Glänzel, & Liang, 2009; Zhang, Janssens, Liang, & Glänzel, 2010) .
On the other side, by taking documents as unit of analysis Small (1999) developed a methodology to visualize and to obtain a hierarchical multidisciplinary map of science through a method combining fractional citation counting of cited papers, co-citation single-linkage clustering with limits on cluster size, and two-dimensional ordination according to a geometric triangulation process. Ahlgren and Colliander (2009) studied different document-document similarity approaches based on text, coupling and a combination of both as well as several methods to map and classify a set of 43 documents from the journal Information Retrieval. Complete-linkage clustering was applied to group articles and the final result of assignment was compared with an expert-based classification using adjusted Rand Index. Similarly, Boyack et al. (2011) employed a combination of graph layout and average-link clustering to different text-based similarity-measure matrices constructed through relevant information from titles, abstracts, and MeSH subject headings of 2.15 million of papers extracted from the Medline database. They compared and assessed nine similarity approaches through Jensen-Chanon divergence and concentration measures. Later on, Waltman and Van Eck (2012) faced an even more complex challenge by designing a detailed methodology to create a publication-level classification system using a multilevel clustering algorithm on a direct citation (disregarding the direction) network constituted of almost 10 million publications. In their opinion, the methodology strength is sustained on transparency and simplicity as well as modest computing and memory requirements. Klavans, Small and Boyack (2013) introduced the reference pair proximities as a new variable to improve accuracy of co-citation clustering. To do so, they used a corpus of 270,521 Scopus full text documents from 2007 and compared the results of traditional co-citation clustering approach to their new co-citation clustering, which evidenced a significant accuracy improvement.
Generally, clustering procedures on networks and matrices involves complex and hard calculations. This fact is more relevant when large datasets are being manipulated since hardware and software requirements are generally high. Another important issue is related to visualization of clustered data which should be clear and comprehensible. Both software VOSViewer and Pajek (Batagelj & Mrvar, 1997; Nooy, Mrvar, & Batagelj, 2012) arise as good tools for network analysis and information visualization, especially when large networks have to be manipulated. Additionally, VOSViewer includes its own classification algorithm whereas Pajek integrates different clustering algorithms that can be run easily once dataset is adapted to appropriated format required by the software.
3.-Objectives
The main goal of this study is to optimise and update journal classification of SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR) platform (SCImago, 2007) via clustering techniques. Using the software Pajek, we ran two automatic classification algorithms as to detect and extract communities (subject clusters) from a SJR journal network combining three citation-based measures. The set of automatic-extracted communities is representing the subject disciplinary structure of science and research recorded in SJR journals. Finally, the new resulted cluster-based systems will be compared to other classification systems such as WoS Subject Categories and the original SJR Classification to validate their consistency and accuracy by analysing and discussing the strengths and weakness of the results.
4.-Material
Our data set, covering a total number of 18,891 journals for a two-year time window (2009) (2010) , was gathered from SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR) database. In this set, only cited references going back from 2010 to 2000 were contemplated. All references were counted at paper level and later aggregated to journal level.
5.-Methods
In order to clarify and favour a better understanding of the distinct procedures developed in performing our study we have divided this section in 7 stages covering and detailing the required steps to follow.
5.1.-SJR Journal Classification: The Starting Point
Scopus classification system, and by extension, SJR original classification, is an a-priori twolevel hierarchical classification system originally designed according to an up-bottom approach. Hence, at first level, the classification covers a total of 27 broad subject areas which, at once, comprise a set of 308 specific subject categories at second level. Then, journals recorded at database are ascribed to one or several subject categories. Areas and categories tags were determined on the basis of All Science Journal Classification (ASJC). Generally, each subject area includes a subject category taking the same tag followed by 'miscellaneous' addition. Journal assignment to categories was made on the basis of items adscription. Then, SCImago Research Group conducted some improvements on classification based on journal scope analysis and a constant feedback from journal editors. From the point of view of improving journal classification, feedback from editors may be an interesting argument to take into account. Thus, Archambault et al. (2011) even claim to be interested in feedback from researchers and practitioners using their journal ontology as to persist in refining journal assignment. However, in spite of various attempts, a wider improvement of SJR journal classification is needed in order to remove inconsistencies inherited from Scopus by allowing to final users to customise the journal-sets of SJR subject categories as to generate tailored rankings (Jacsó, 2013) . A previous work based on SJR journal reference analysis (Gómez-Núñez, Vargas-Quesada, Moya-Anegón, & Glänzel, 2011) was oriented to this end.
5.2.-Journal Citation-based Relatedness Measures: Calculation and Formatting
A plenty of publications dealing with classification and mapping of science and research have adopted text-based networks (Cantos-Mateos, Vargas-Quesada, Chinchilla-Rodríguez, & Zulueta, 2012; Liu, Hu, & Wang, 2011) , citation-based networks (Leydesdorff & Rafols, 2012; Rafols & Leydesdorff, 2009) or combination of both (Glänzel, 2012; Janssens et al., 2009 ). Boyack y Klavans (2010) applied Jensen-Shannon divergence and concentration metrics as to prove the accuracy of clustering solutions emerging from different citation-based mapping methods. The results revealed the best performance in bibliographic coupling approach, followed closely by co-citation and direct citation further. Also, Waltman and Van Eck (2012) analysed advantages and disadvantages of three citation-based approaches. After that, they chose direct citation as relatedness measure in constructing a publication-level classification. Primarily, they based their decision on saving computer resources for processing the large data set of almost 10 million of publications that they copied with. However, they argued that direct citation are expected to provide strongest relatedness links between publication, contrary to co-citation and bibliographic coupling, which could be considered more indirect mechanisms. On the other hand, they noted that the use of direct citations can lead up to a loss of information because of citations to earlier publications and, similarly, citations from later publications are not being contemplated.
In this work, we are exploiting citation-based approaches on journal networks. This allows us to cover the three main types of citation links expressing a degree of relatedness between journals. In this way, we will be adding both strengths and weakness from each measure. Thereby, our approach could be considered a 'fair' and balanced one by offsetting all weakness coming from direct citation, co-citation and bibliographic coupling separately. When these important points were reflected, we constructed three journal networks, one for each citation-based measure. The three networks were calculated at the document level and then aggregated to journals. For co-citation and bibliographic coupling calculation, references cooccurring were counted only once per paper by following the binary counting described by Rousseau and Zuccala (2004) and avoiding what Vargas-Quesada and Moya-Anegón (2007) named latent co-citation.
5.3.-Citation-based Measures Combination
Once the three citation-based networks were generated we combined them into a new one collecting pairwise journals and their relatedness strength expressed by the sum of direct citation, co-citation and bibliographic coupling links. By doing so, we got a final network based on raw data and containing what Persson (Persson, 2010) Where cu_ij = coupling, cc_ij= co-citation, ci_ij = direct citacion from i to j and ci_ji = direct citation from j to i.
Also, by knowing that A, B, C and D are journals we can adapt this formula according to Person's diagram in this way: c_ij = ABC + DAB + max(AB,BA)
5.4.-Network Normalization
At the following stage of out method, the final network resulted from aggregation of raw data links was normalized using Geo similarity formula as follows: s_ij = c_ij / sqrt(c_i*c_j), c_i = sum{ j: j!=i: c_ij } This similarity measure is close to Cosine one and performs dividing elements of the matrix by geometric mean of both diagonal elements (Batagelj & Mrvar, 2003) . Thereby, raw data were corrected and relatedness values between pairwise journals were transformed to values ranging from 0 to 1. This avoids problems related to misleading representations and overestimation of some science fields characterized by strong citation habits or covering largesize journals with a high power of attraction.
5.5.-Clustering Procedures
The next step in our methodology was to run clustering algorithms included in Pajek software on the normalized network. Pajek integrates several clustering methods in order to decompose networks by extracting different partitions such as islands, k-neighbours or block modelling. However, after several initial tests, we targeted on communities detection algorithms, namely, VOS Clustering (Waltman, Van Eck, & Noyons, 2010) and Louvain Method (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008) . Both methods are grounded in modularity clustering proposed by Newman and Girvan (2004) . However, while Louvain method optimizes modularity, VOS Clustering focused on optimizing a quality function (Batagelj & Mrvar, 2011) . For this experiment, we chose Louvain and VOS methods based on Multilevel Coarsening + Single Refinement. Moreover, we had to set up several options regarding resolution parameter, random restarts, maximum number of levels in each iteration, and maximum number of repetitions in each level. Here, we fixed just the same options for VOS and Louvain algorithms. Firstly, we introduced distinct values in resolution parameter, moving them from 10 to 20 in order to get different Pajek partitions depicting diverse solutions in decomposing network and producing different set of clusters or communities. Then, the remaining parameters were configured with default values.
By analysing certain relevant indicators for each parameterized clustering algorithm solution, basically, the number of clusters generated and the number of journal per clusters, we estimated that network decompositions providing between 250 and 300 groups would be interesting for our final journal classification objective. Here, some important issues were considered. Firstly, we took into account the 250 subject categories currently included in WoS database since this scientific information source is not only an international referent within bibliometric and scientometric fields but also for scientists and researchers in general. Presently, SJR is including 308 subject categories and, therefore, we thought that a final set ranging from 250-300 categories will provide a balanced and refined subject structure. This point was reinforced with the experience acquired in a previous work (Gómez-Núñez et al., 2011) . There, we noticed a regular behaviour in grouping journals which reveals a strong concentration of them in a few leading categories from a final set of 198 SJR categories. These leading categories are characterized by a high attractiveness, especially, when iterative reference analysis method was used. As commented earlier, this behaviour may be derived from citation habits of some scientific fields with an intense and well-defined citation practice such as the Medicine and allied sciences or some social science subfields as Economics or Education.
Apart from indicators above mentioned we applied some others (see Results section) to VOS and Louvain partitions matching with different 10-20 resolution parameters and we proceed to compare the results of both of them. Every partition was executed in Pajek and, later, saved to files as to be processed using spreadsheets and statistical software. Concretely, we selected VOS partition referring to resolution parameter 15, while a resolution parameter 18 was appointed in the Louvain case. In this decision, we basically looked for similar partitions in terms of the final number of clusters generated by VOS and Louvain methods under the premise of making comparable the results and the classification solutions in both clustering algorithms evaluated. Besides, we established a threshold to define the minimum cluster size to 10 journals, discarding all those clusters which were not complying with this requirement.
5.6.-Labelling
After executing automatic clustering techniques we had to label the different subject groups or communities depicted by both algorithms and recorded in the selected partitions. To this end, we designed a multi-phase approach to solve the various instances occurred. At this moment, it is well to explain that in this work we are proposing a journal multi-assignment. Nevertheless, journal multi-assignment was due to labelling process and not to clustering methods used which have conducted a journal single assignment per cluster.
Labelling through SJR category tags
In a first approach, we took into consideration the citation frequencies from journals to former SJR categories. Thus, we counted how many times journals forming part of a cluster were citing original categories from SJR. After that, frequencies were transformed into percentages and into weighted scores using tf-idf formula by Salton and Buckley (1988) which we adapted to our particular case so:
Where w i,j = total weighted score; catf i,j = raw frequency of category 'i' into cluster 'j'; N = total number of clusters; and cluf i = number of clusters containing category 'i'
After that, all the categories were ranked by tf-idf scores and only those categories amounting at least a 33% over the total set of references cited by journals forming distinct clusters were selected as to delineate the cluster subjects. By means of this procedure journals were allocated to one up to four categories. Although many research works have defended a single and exclusive assignment of journals to clusters or categories (Archambault et al., 2011; Thijs, Zhang, & Glänzel, 2013; Waltman & Van Eck, 2012) , there are strong reasons to think in journal multi-assignment. Generally, most of scientific journals are not covering a unique topic. This can be checked, for instance, by having a look at journal scopes. In some cases, authors have interest for publishing in journals out of their expertise field in order to get a higher prestigious, visibility or even impact. Moreover, current science often follows an interdisciplinary and collaborative model with several fields involved in solving different problems, copying with new challenges or looking for a continuous advance and development of science and research. Finally, we are aware of journal multi-assignment carried out in original SJR journal classification and we have pretended to keep taking this approach but with the aim of improving it.
Labelling through significant words of journal titles
This labelling approach was adopted in two particular cases: 1) When using category tags we found two clusters with exactly the same categories assigned, and, then, representing two identical subject groups. 2) In the whole labelling procedure, Miscellaneous and Multidisciplinary categories were rejected. After removing these categories, percentages and tf-idf scores were re-calculated. However, in some clusters the number of journals was lower than the number or links pointing to SJR categories. This was not satisfying the condition of at least one link to category per journal. In the two instances above noted, we reconsidered the labelling approach for clusters by using a textual component, such as significant words extracted from journal titles. After counting them, frequencies of most repeated words were taken as to delineate the subject topic of clusters. To support the text-based labelling stage and to fine-tune in denoting clusters we used some Voyeur Tools platform, which provides a set of online text analysis tools forming part of Hermeneuti.ca collaborative project (Sinclair & Rockwell, 2009) .
5.7.-Validating Classification Proposals.
In closing our method, a validation of classifications generated by algorithms was desirable. There are different approaches aimed to this end. Expert assessment could be the best one, but, generally, it is very time-and cost-consuming. We thought that a suitable and less resource-consuming method is a comparison with some other classification systems. Especially useful would be a comparison versus the original SJR classification since the journal data set is just the same which facilitates the process. Nevertheless, we also included a comparison with ISI Subject Categories which is the subject classification system of the referent database in bibliometric scope, namely, WoS (and consequently, JCR + Arts & Humanities). To make possible this comparison we prepared a combined list consisting of SCI+SSCI journals collected from JCR 2010 release. JCR do not include journals of Arts & Humanities areas so an extra list of A&HCI journals of 2012 release downloaded from Thomson Reuter's website was added. The final list of journals was integrated by 11,715 journals, pertaining 8,005 to SCI, 2,678 to SSCI and 1,758 to A&HCI respectively. Therefore, there is a certain level of overlapping because a total of 726 journals were covered by distinct indexes together. Finally, we used ISSN field as to generate matching between journals of SJR, WoS, VOS and Louvain classifications which rise to 9694 journals, that is, an 82.75% from the total set.
6.-Results

Analysis of results derived from algorithm solutions
In an attempt to optimise and update SJR journal classification we analysed and compared the results derived from VOS and Louvain clustering methods according to distinct indicators related to the proper performance of both algorithms, such as (1) number of given clusters, (2) number of journals classified after applying the threshold of 10 journals as the minimum cluster size, and (3) mean number of journals per cluster. Besides, we developed two indicators coming from cluster labelling process, just as the (4) journal multi-assignment, and the (5) weighted average of categories assigned to journals. Again, we would like to remark that journal multi-assignment was a consequence of our labelling procedure and not due to VOS and Louvain performance which carries out a journal single assignment as they are hard clustering techniques. Table 1 captures the values of the indicators (1), (2) and (3). As we pointed in the previous section, we projected around 250-300 journal subject groups to trace a basic and cohesive disciplinary structure in order to classify scientific journals. Therefore, we retained this premise during the parameterization of VOS and Louvain algorithms as well as in choosing final partitions giving suitable results and better adapting to our final classification aim.
( A simple glance to the distinct figures exposed in this work denotes a considerable parallelism in the distributions depicted over the alternative resolution parameters of VOS and Louvain indicators. In a certain way, this might be expected as a normal event since both algorithms are grounded in modularity clustering method proposed by Newman and Girvan (2004) . If we focus on the (1) number of clusters offered by two clustering methods it can be noticed that VOS algorithm needed a resolution parameter lower than Louvain to get a similar number of groups. Moreover, when a threshold of 10 journals as minimum cluster size was set, VOS algorithm presented a more balanced ratio between the clusters upholding this threshold and the clusters without doing it as compared to Louvain one. Thus, VOS partition with resolution parameter 15 returned just 270 clusters collecting ten or more journals from the total set of 848 clusters, what is equivalent to a ratio of 0.3184 or almost 32% of clusters satisfying the threshold. On the other hand, Louvain partition with resolution parameter 18 produced a total set of 1064 clusters with only 280 clusters reaching ten or more journals, what involves a ratio amounting to 0.2632, meaning a little bit more of 26% of clusters with more than ten journals. Figures 1 and 2 show the whole distribution of clusters according to the resolution parameter defined in VOS and Louvain algorithms. In the own words of the authors of VOS clustering algorithm the resolution parameter included in their algorithm "helps to deal with the resolution limit problem of modularity-based clustering". They also claim that by introducing a sufficiently large value for the resolution parameter of their clustering technique all small clusters can always be determined, being the number of clusters generated larger when the value of resolution parameter is higher . Then, the final number of clusters is directly proportional to the value of resolution parameter. Indeed, VOS and Louvain methods permitted to classify the 18,891 journals forming part of the initial network explored through the set of clusters provided. Nevertheless, a wide amount of this clusters were too small and were not able to form reliable and solid groups of journals. We have pointed out that only 31.84% of the total number of VOS clusters had a size higher than 10, while a mere 26.32% of clusters reached this threshold in Louvain method. This phenomenon could be due to the use of citation and their derivatives as measure units. Earlier on, we mentioned that some scientific fields portray a strong concentration and an outstanding attraction power of citations linking to publications including in them, normally, because of the own marked citation habits occurring inside these fields. So, the subject categories defining these fields are characterized by a great variance aggregation derived from the high quantity of citation received.
By observing indicators related to the (2) number of journals classified and the (3) mean number of journals per cluster, we detected a general behaviour which describes a better performance of VOS algorithm in classifying journals, that is, including journals in a particular
cluster. In general, the mean of journals per cluster over the different resolution parameters returned by Louvain algorithm was higher. However, by examining the two partitions selected for our classification purpose, the mean number of journals per cluster was also a bit higher in favour of VOS resolution parameter 15. Figure 3 shows the whole distribution of journals classified in VOS and Louvain clusters over the distinct resolution parameters executed. In the same way, Figure 4 exposes the mean number of journals per cluster in two selected VOS and Louvain partitions. Another example of the similitude of the results yielded by two clustering algorithms concerns to the (4) journal multi-assignment indicator which reflects the number of journals assigned to one or multiple categories at once. Figure 5 traces a very similar distribution of journals assigned by VOS and Louvain with more than 50% of them being ascribed to only one category and slight differences in journal multi-assignment. Admittedly, Louvain method had a worse result in assigning journals to four categories but, on the whole, Louvain assignment was a little bit better by concentrating more journals in only one category and fewer journals than VOS in two and three categories respectively. Also, this point can be supplemented and inferred by comparing the (5) weighted average of categories assigned to journals of VOS, which amounts to 1.50 categories per journal, and Louvain, which rises only to 1.48. Even so, the differences in VOS and Louvain algorithms multi-assignment are not very significant. Table 2 captures overall data about four classifications compared. A detailed analysis of it enables to note some important observations. Regarding the total set of journals included, it is worth to mention that the number of journals covered by SJR overcomes the WoS set more than 1/3. Related to the number of classified journals we can see that after fixing threshold 10 in Louvain and VOS algorithms, the number of journals being classified descended to 17287 and 17729 respectively. This is not a result of performance of algorithms which were able to classify the whole set of 18891 original SJR journals. Journals left out the final set will have to be classified separately by a different solution. Reference analysis applied in a previous work (Gómez-Núñez et al., 2011) or 'sibling journals' which can be defined as those journals originally sharing former SJR categories and then extending their new cluster-based classification to journals under the threshold could be used.
The next point to address is the final number of categories forming part of the classification system. Here is convenient to clarify why the number of clusters expressed in Table 1 for VOS and Louvain methods are not in consensus with the number of categories (subject clusters) displayed in Table 2 . Table 1 collects the number of clusters generated by algorithms without labelling. On its side, Table 2 is reflecting the number of clusters after our labelling process. Our approach made possible to have some clusters with different number and tags of categories assigned. For instance, cluster #82 in Louvain solution was labelled as 'Artificial Intelligence' + 'Information Systems' + 'Software' category tags, while cluster #90 was assigned to 'Artificial Intelligence' + 'Theoretical Computer Science' categories. The potential combinations of different number and tags of categories among the set of clusters is, therefore, the main reason to explain the difference in the number of categories included in Table 2 . The final number of categories in VOS and Louvain decreased meaningfully in comparison to original SJR subject classification system and being closer to WoS system. This can be understood as a broad improvement, especially when data referring to overlap (Table 2 ) and distribution of journals over categories (Table 3) are observed. After indicating the number of classified journals and the final number of categories we can calculate the mean number of journals per category. VOS, Louvain and SJR systems overcome the value of 60 journals per category, being the highest value for VOS one with a total of 66.4. On his side, WoS system mean number only amounts to 46.67 journals per category although it is true that WoS journal coverage is much more reduced in comparison to the other three systems.
Other two interesting points of Table 2 are concerning the mean number of categories per journal and overlapping percentage. Both indicators are totally correlated and show the level of overlapping existing in four classifications compared. The main difference holds that mean number of categories per journal is expressed as per unit. The lowest level of overlapping was reached by Louvain system, followed closely by VOS. In both cases, overlapping levels are not going over the 50%. WoS and SJR systems surpass this level, being the worst overlapping figure the SJR one with a 60.73%. In this sense, again VOS and Louvain methods evidenced better solutions than SJR and WoS.
The next row displayed in the table 2 is dealing with the number of journals changing their classification from SJR to Louvain and VOS system. Again VOS system get the highest figures by allocating a total of 7606 journals in new subject categories either by changing or by adding a new subject category to journals. This is equal to a 42.0% of the total set of journals classified. On the other hand, Louvain rise a 41.4% of journals changing their old classification. Such as the whole comparison process, both algorithm solutions yielded very similar results.
Finally, Table 2 is displaying the figures related to journal multi-assignment in four classification systems compared. Here, the best assignment of journals to one category was for SJR system with a 63.7% of the total set. The last place in the ranking was for WoS with a 59.7%. However, the four classification systems offered close percentages of journals assigned to one category. By taking into account our desire of allowing journal multi-assignment, the results obtained by Louvain and VOS can be judged as convenient because they concentrated the most of the journals in one and two categories. Louvain and VOS relative figures representing journal assignment executed on three and four categories are outperforming SJR and WoS systems by far. In addition, SJR and WoS systems made possible a journal assignment to more than four categories. Louvain and VOS solutions did not enable this kind of multiassignment and, therefore, they provided a more balanced classification system.
A last important issue to analyse among the four classification systems is the proper distribution of journals over the set of subject clusters or categories generated. Table 3 is covering the top-20 categories regarding the number of journals included and expressed in raw data and percentage. Finally, we added a cumulative percentage in order to calculate the continuing aggregation of journals spread over categories. Now, the slightest distribution of journals over categories becomes WoS one. However, when classified journal set of WoS is compared with Louvain or VOS ones, then, these distributions are very similar among them. This is underscored through the percentage values of journals calculated in three classification systems. Admittedly SJR system has the largest set of classified journals it achieved the worst distribution of journals over categories as well. Furthermore, 'Medicine (miscellaneous)' category resulted especially remarkable by showing a high concentration of journals in it. More concretely, a 5.2% of the total set of SJR journals was included in this category. Of course, all indicators and calculations relating journals and categories were made considering journal overlap in four classification systems. A last thing to mind in Table 3 is related to the number of the same or really close categories which appear in 20-top ranking. A detailed analysis allowed uncovering that 7 of 20-top categories covered by the four classification systems were appearing in four systems together. This leads to think that despite the fact of having four different classification systems, there are certain coherence and homogeneity among them. Table 3 : Top-20 categories of the four classifications systems analysed 7.-Discussion and conclusions A wide variety of research works have approached the problem of science classification for mapping, knowledge organisation, information retrieval or bibliometric and scientometric purposes. Up to date, some authors have commented the non-existence of a classification system which is considered an international standard in bibliometric fields (Gomez & Bordons, 1996; Archambault et al., 2011; Waltman & Van Eck, 2012 ) Different levels of aggregation, the distinct systems adopted for organising information as well as the degrees of specialisation or multidisciplinary of several scientific databases, are reasons enough to make difficult the construction of an international classification system for bibliometric ends. At this work, however, we have proposed a methodology to update and refine SJR journal classification system which can be applied to others through clustering and bibliometric techniques.
Another topic commonly addressed over the scientific literature on classification is the adequacy and possibility of developing automatic classification systems which avoids as far as possible the human intervention. First works on it were developed by authors as Luhn (Luhn, 1957) in Information Retrieval scope at the end of 1950s, but the interest kept holding over the 1960s (Garland, 1982) and further, especially, with the advance and development of scientific databases, bibliometric indicators, science mapping, etc., and spanning up to the present. Some of research works reviewed here have tried to avoid human intervention and they conclude it was not possible to do it completely. Waltman and Van Eck (2012) ensured that human involvement was minimized to the choice of certain values in parameters. Archambault et al. (2011) asserted that human intelligence and expertise originates more useful and flexible classification schemes as the same time as they can be considered inadequate and biased systems. They continue claiming that "From the outset, we decided that it would also be necessary to use expert judgment to finalize the work. In the end, it took substantially more work than initially expected, with alternating iterations using an algorithmic approach followed by manual fine-tuning".
In accordance with above cited works and the own experience gained from our previous studies we thought that a classification system based on a fully automatic approach has been not possible to be conducted up to date. Furthermore, there are many choices which can be enriched by expertise and human learning. Some relevant stages emanating from automatic classification implementations such as labelling in clustering approaches are very complicated to conduct without human involvement. Decisions as labelling based on significant words or citation links, single or multiple assignments, definition of thresholds, etc., are really difficult to do. Moreover, human expertise and guidance can become very helpful during these tasks. In this work, we have avoided human intervention as much as possible, but now, we think that a mixed approach could be very realistic and convenient, particularly, after examining the final results. There is no doubt that clustering algorithms used here work fine in classifying journals. This is clearly evident when results of our tests are checked. However, once our algorithms have been run and the set of clusters have been labelled, we have found that some of them have been termed through adjacent and close categories. In some cases, these categories were coming from original tags of SJR system, and others, resulting from our text-based approach. For instance, in VOS system we obtained categories as 'Anatomy' or 'Anatomy and Morphology' covering 18 and 15 journals respectively. Also, in Louvain system we got 'Women's Reproductive Health' and 'Women's and Children's Health' categories including 10 and 28 journals respectively. Following our expertise and insight of SJR database we have considered that we can group categories covering very close knowledge domains, above all, after checking journals inside them. Then, we could obtain a VOS final category named 'Anatomy and Morphology' and consisting of 33 journals and a Louvain final category termed 'Women's and Children's Health' and embracing a total of 38 journals. These examples can be extended to approximately two tens of categories in both algorithm classifications.
After analysing and comparing clustering methods introduced in this work it should be emphasized the similitude in final results of VOS and Louvain clustering solutions in relation to facets studied, as evidence figures and tables shown throughout the text. However, the same value for resolution parameter produces a higher number of clusters in Louvain method which reveals a finer granularity than VOS one. According to the initial objectives pursued, this could be an important criterion to consider in selecting one or other algorithm. Anyway, by taking into consideration the several points analysed it is hard to decide which one of clustering algorithms analysed is suiting better to our journal classification aim. In our particular case, we consider that both VOS and Louvain clustering solutions provide a good performance in classifying SJR journals deriving from the extensive journal citation-based measures network. A particular analysis of journals assigned to clusters of specific and well-known knowledge field for authors (such as Library and Information Science) and, additionally, one or some cluster validation techniques based on expert opinions or statistical methods to validate the number and the goodness of clusters generated (Rand Index, Silhouette, Entropy, etc.) might be useful in selecting a final clustering solution.
In comparison with the original SJR journal classification, we have found an especially marked improvement regarding the distribution of journals over categories and the final number of categories available in the new solutions based on VOS and Louvain methods. The original SJR classification scheme includes 304 categories where a number of 29 have less than 10 journals assigned and the remaining categories are covering more than 10. This means that almost the totality of 18,891 journals is included in only 275 categories. Besides, journal multi-assignment is reduced and 'Miscellaneous' categories are removed so that, by extension, overlapping is minimized for both algorithm solutions provided. In addition, we have compared our algorithm classifications with WoS Subject Categories and we have found a certain consistency and consensus among the several classification systems both in the number of journals distributed over categories and in the number of categories appearing in top-20 categories together.
A final but not less important issue arises with regards to large and leading Multidisciplinary journals such as Science, Nature or PNAS which are not included in any cluster of size higher than 10. This might be due to their special features, with a citation pattern characterized by a vast quantity of citations emitted and received which differentiate them from the remaining journals. By looking at the whole set of clusters, including those below the threshold 10, we uncovered Science, Nature and PNAS are allocated in different singletons. Thus, it seems necessary to look for an alternative method in classifying Multidisciplinary journals. A good and reasonable choice may be to classify these journals on the basis of the papers published in them. Multidisciplinary label could be ascribed to analysed journals with papers covering a broad spectrum of topics and overcoming a limit in journal multi-assignment previously defined.
This work corresponds to a succession of several studies (Gómez-Núñez, Vargas-Quesada, & Moya-Anegón, ('unpublished results'); Gómez-Núñez et al., 2011) concerned with optimising and boosting of SJR journal classification system and the related subsequent journal assignment we can articulate the future research by testing new clustering algorithms and automatic techniques (factor analysis) as well as different units of analysis (papers) and measures (text-approaches). However, we do not pretend to proclaim none of these classification proposals as definitive or exclusive among them. For sure, we think it is necessary to keep working in combining several techniques and processing units of analysis in order to get a consensus from scientific community aimed to develop a new final SJR classification.
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